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Highlights 

► In analyzing finite element from the axis of JD955 long shaft under static loading 
specified that safety factor value is low in parts of the shaft which increases the 
chance of failure. 

► Conducted analysis showed clearly that there is maximum stress in contact 
surfaces of all indentations and also in place of changing diameter. 
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Importance 

While determining the exact location of the applied load on the components is 
very difficult, all vehicles are subject to static and dynamic loads. Power 
transmission shaft to the wheels is a one of the main components in combine. 
Because this component is in charge of transmitting power to the wheels in any 
moment, it needs very well design to avoid breaking shaft in 955 JD combine  
in practice. 

Introduction (Hypothesis and aims) 

An important issue for today industrial companies is how to reduce time and 
cost of developing a new product. Accordingly, they tried to use large capacity of 
memory in computer, fast processing speed, user-friendly products and attractive 
shape for enabling to interact with each other. In other words, they must have 
specific engineering. This action help to reduce product task and consequently 
cost, and time of developing product will decrease.  

The main aim of this study is analyzing long shaft in 955JD combine under 
static loading and also surveying its mechanical strength under loading conditions 
and achieving to this point which under what circumstances it will be failed. 
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Other Information (including tables and figures) 

Figures 1 and 2 show conducted analysis by ANSYS13 software for estimating 
safety factor value. 
 

 
 
Figure 1. Factor of safety of axle of JD955 in static loading. 

 
 

  
Figure 2. Factor of safety of axle of JD955 in static loading (zoom section). 
 

 


